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Lama’s dinner is a traditional celebration of Illyrian origin. It is a family celebration which
marks the successful end of the agricultural and stock-raising year, at the time of the harvest, the
picking of fruit and vegetables and the return of livestock from the hills. The head of the family
decides on the date for this celebration and invites friends and relatives, usuall sometime in early
October. If possible, it takes place on a Sunday so that all invited are able to attend. In the
village of Cërrcë/Cerce it is held in the men's chamber, and in the Rugova neighbourhood at the
family's traditional dining table. The food served include traditional dishes of Podguri, prepared
by the women of the host family.
Desserts are prepared three days beforehand: baklava, tespishte (a local dessert made with flour,
water and sugar), and a sweet made from rice and milk. Three kinds of bread are served (maize
bread, flour bread and a traditional bread made by mixing flour with yogurt and a special
ingredient), followed by the ritual wheat pudding. Then more traditional culinary specialities are
served: flija (made from flour and cream), pies (containing meat, onion and pumpkin) and other
dishes, such as one of cabbage mixed with meat, and another of meat mixed with rice. Also
worthy of mention are pepper and cucumber pickles, served with the aforementioned foods, as
well as certain dairy products: cheese made without using cream, a dish made from boiled cream
and yogurt, which help people to digest extremely rich food. The drinks served are coffee, tea
grown on the hills and a linden tea. The head of the family makes a speech to the assembled
guests and offers thanks to God for the successful harvest. Then the guests discuss the harvest
during a parliamentary-style debate, each speaking in turn while the others listen. Afterwards,
the participants tell jokes and have a laugh, and then it is time to play the “game of cups”. Two
rival teams kneel in a row opposite each other with two rows of cups, under one of which a
metal sphere has been hidden by one team. Singers also attend to sing popular songs on this day
and there are also local folk dancers.

